TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
was a beaver, and I did not admire beavers. As a matter of feet
I really must have been improving slightly; Turner's "Rain*
Steam and Speed" can still by present standards be counted as a
fine picture, and so can my first favourite among the Millais:
"Christ in the Carpenter's Shop"; chiefly for the anxious young
St. John afire with desire to serve, bringing the bowl of water to
the Boy who has wounded His thumb,. so careful not to spill
one drop.
An affection for Jean Baptiste Greuze belongs to this period of
my harmless unsophistication. A Greuze child, full face, soft,
cherubic, docile, resting on a chubby forearm,' I used to copy again
and again, heaven knows why except that it seemed to give me
endless pleasure; softening of the brain could have been either the
cause or the result of this pastime. I liked his "Girl with Dead
Bird**, too, or whatever it was called; and its counterpart: the
Girl looking down, a little bothered but not really upset, at the
broken pitcher at her feet: "£a justement venait en morceaux
dans mes mains/*
From the Glasgow Gallery, I have selected a couple of attractive
and wholly un-tropical Fantin Latours; one of roses with squashed
half-faded pinky centres; the other of jonquils (that haunting
name). And a huge Tiepolo representing die * Finding of Moses ,
with a tall princess lovely and delicate in a pointed yellow stomacher,
followed by her handmaidens also in eighteenth-century clothes;
and by her page, her dwarf and her greyhound. Moses meanwhile
was raising Cain (to mix our Bible metaphors) in his cradle among
the bulrushes. I would not above half mind (as Jane Austen makes
Mrs. Allen say in "Northanger Abbey"), I would not above half
mind having that Tiepolo among my island pictures. And after
all, I must have a Rembrandt, for so far I have no Dutch pictures
except a Venneer; I have always lusted for the French and Dutch
rather than the Italian painters; a "Velvet** Brueghel riverscape
would not come amiss; or his "Feathered Choir**. But which
Rembrandt? "The Man in the Golden Helmet" 2 Or a Rabbi?
Or one of his glorious studies of wrinkled old women ? Among
these I am willing to dose my eyes and choose blind. Entirely as
a matter of individual choice and not as criticism, I prefer those I
mentioned, to the Saskia or Hendrike portraits.
Not to pile desolation on desolation, *I have rejected for my
lifetime on a desert island, Nevinson's "Road from Arras to
Bapaume", because it is so good^ not because it is so bad; and
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